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In a secluded forest near the base of a mountain, one of many scattered villages was bustling. It was a                    
fair distance from any of the neighboring villages, and it tended to mind its own business. The village was                   
respectful and quaint, conducting daily matters in a peaceful manner most often. The villagers kept busy by                 
helping one another with tasks, and maintaining a quiet order within their boundaries. They also fancied                
themselves art and theatre, which consumed much of their time. 

Within this village of huts, bonfires, and skinny trees that provided shelter with umbrellas of leaves, a                 
young girl lived with her parents. Her name was Rose Risberg, and her mind was still pure, ready to learn the                     
ways of her village and the world. 

One brisk morning, her mother took her on a stroll through the woods, as she would often do. Rose’s                   
maroon hair, cherry freckles, and constant smile made her the spitting image of her mother. They had a close                   
bond that was seldom tainted. 

“Honey,” her mother said. “Your father and I believe you’re old enough to know something about our                 
village we don’t usually discuss.” 

“What is it?” asked Rose with wide eyes, suddenly entranced by the idea of learning a secret. 
“We trust that you’re a big girl who can handle it. You are a big girl… right sweetie?” 
“Yes! I am, I am!” Rose’s dimples were prominent as she grinned gleefully. 
“Well,” her mother continued. “You’ve seen dragons here. Small dragons. Big dragons. Dragons of              

every color.” 
“Yes, I have! Lots of people have pet dragons.” 
“Well dear… sometimes people here are not kind to them. Have you ever wondered why they have                 

wings, but never fly through the sky?” 
Rose was silent, looking up at her mother in contemplation. She came to a stop, so her mother did the                    

same. She knelt down to meet her daughter at eye-level. 
“Rose, my love, those beautiful beasts were meant to soar. But we choose to capture them, tame                 

them, and sell them to outsiders. Our clan is strong, but it sadly cannot grow without dragon-selling.” 
“But selling them is okay! Because the people who buy them always love them!” 
“Oh, my sweet. Most of the world sees dragons as dangerous. Some of the buyers use them for racing                   

or hunting. Others just want the fangs and the scales.” 
Rose’s innocent eyes became clouded with sorrow. 
“And even those in our village who keep them as pets,” continued her mother. “Still do not treat them                   

well. We stop them from flying, because we know they would never return if we let them travel the skies. We                     
cut their nails so they don’t have a fighting chance. And worst of all… we punish them for speaking.” 

“Dragons can TALK?” asked Rose, a bit of wonder seeping through her whimper. 
“Yes… but perhaps they have forgotten their voices after all these years. You must understand Rose,                

your father and I realize these practices are cruel. But we know it is the best way to keep our village thriving.                      
And you are a smart young lady, so now you know this too. We will teach you how to tame dragons. And you                       
will help our community thrive and grow. You will be great, daughter.” 

Her mother’s seemingly kind words made Rose forget the evil nature of what she had just learned.                 
And in the coming weeks, she would forget her awful gut feeling that dragon-taming was immoral. She would                  
become too focused on being the best. Rose had always been a perfectionist. She ate all her veggies and licked                    
the plate clean. She could run faster than any of the other girls. Dragon-taming would be no exception. 

Rose’s father would bring her and any young dragon he could borrow to the outskirts of the village                  
twice a week. There, he would teach Rose to assert her dominance on the creatures. 



“It’s so cute!” exclaimed Rose one evening, looking into the beady eyes of an adorable purple-scaled                
dragon that had hatched only the day before. 

Her father approached her with a stern face. “Rose. Do not show the beast compassion.” 
“But-” 
“Shh. This is not up for discussion. You cannot show compassion to a fly when you swat it. You cannot                    

show compassion to a fish when you catch it. Dragons are no different. They seem more like us, but they are                     
still animals.” 

“Mom said you guys don’t think dragon-taming is right.” 
“You must learn, Rose, that what’s best is not always what’s right. If we never swatted flies, we would                   

catch their diseases. If we never caught fish, our clan would go hungry. And if we never tamed dragons…” 
“What would happen? What would dragons do if we didn’t tame them? If we just let them live with                   

us? And we were all just happy? Huh Dad?” 
“ENOUGH.” Rose’s dad stomped his foot, shaking the dirt. He grabbed his daughter’s head and turned                

it back in the direction of the baby dragon. “This is the last I ever want to hear of your complaints. Now make                       
the lizard sit for you.” And surely enough, that was the last time Rose would ever complain. 

Several Autumns later, Rose’s hair was longer and her freckles were more defined. She was reaching                
early maturity, and she was a seasoned dragon tamer for such a young age. A whip tended to travel with her                     
when she left the house. And most importantly, she understood the process as well as anyone. Raise dragons                  
as pets. Let them mate. Sell some eggs, hatch the others. Sell the adults. Sell some babies, raise the others as                     
pets. The cycle continues. 

Rose became acclimated to the way of life in her village, but she was unprepared for the unexpected.                  
Every dragon she ever dealt with had been born and raised within the village. She was not ready for the day                     
when wild dragons came from elsewhere in the land. Her parents had neglected to warn her about the                  
possibility of an attack. On this fateful day, the villagers noticed huge shadows circling their homes. These                 
dragons were larger, for their bodies had grown freely, never confined to huts. Their eyes showed menacing                 
confidence that was never seen in the somber eyes of a tamed dragon. After scorching all rooftops from the                   
air, the dragons planted their talons wherever they saw fit, landing recklessly and causing destruction in the                 
process. 

A towering dragon with dark emerald scales was approaching Rose’s hut just as she and her family                 
were running to the door to see the cause of all the commotion. Her father thrust open the hefty wooden door,                     
only to meet the cold yellow flames that were the eyes of the untamed dragon. He ran back into the house for                      
shelter, while Rose’s mother stood by her daughter’s side. Rose, devoid of any timidity, strutted up to the                  
dragon with her whip in one hand. She struck the dragon, but its calloused skin could withstand the strike                   
easily. It brushed her aside with the swipe of one foot, knocking her into the grass. 

“Ugh!” Rose cried, losing her grip on the whip and tumbling through the weeds. With quaking hands,                 
she began to push herself off the ground. But before she could even return to her feet, Rose saw her mother                     
run toward the dragon with fury. But the monster slashed her with a single claw, spewing blood in all                   
directions. 

Rose was so mortified, she collapsed back onto the ground. Her eyes immediately welled with tears.                
It was as if every morning walk, every delightful game, every homemade dinner, and every other memory was                  
replaying in her mind, yet it still felt blank and empty. It was a pain that hurt worse than if the dragon had                       
slashed Rose herself. Then, she heard the ignition of a flame. Next came the intense heat. She knew the dragon                    
had torched their hut, with her father still inside. The moment she looked up from the ground, she saw her                    
home crumbling to ash and rubble. There was no chance either of her parents had lived. The dragon, still                   
admiring its destruction, failed to see Rose as she sprinted away, barely making any noise with her light                  
footsteps. 

Little did Rose know in that moment, she had not only lost her parents, but her village. Ten villagers                   
were no match for a single dragon. That was a truth that could not be argued. And even with the odds already                      



stacked against them, the pack of dragons outnumbered the men and women significantly. With only about                
sixty people making up the clan, they stood no chance against the nearly ninety dragons that chose to prey on                    
them. Most of the monsters did not even get a piece of the pie; they simply swarmed overhead, adding to the                     
pandemonium. 

By a bit of astronomically good luck, Rose was able to evade the attention of the dragons. After her                   
parents’ death, she had returned to the outskirts of the village where her father always trained her. Because                  
of how frequently she trained with her father, she was able to run there almost purely from muscle memory.                   
Her mind was in a frenzy and she was in a state of panic, so her instincts kicked in and took her away. She                        
ended up climbing into a small hole in the side of a grand tree in the area of the forest that bordered the                       
village. It was just small enough for her body to fold into; and most importantly, it was out of the dragons’ line                      
of sight. They easily could have stuck their heads in between the trees and sniffed her out, but it would have                     
been an inconvenience for them. For about an hour, she stayed folded up, feeling completely powerless. An                 
hour. That was all it took for these wild dragons to kill every human, dragon pet, and baby dragon in the clan                      
that had been there for generations. Her parents were nothing more than a meal to the dragons. Her people                   
were nothing more than a meal to the dragons. 

That evening, once the final few flames had settled down, and Rose was certain no dragon was                 
straggling behind, she climbed out of the hole in the tree. What she saw before her was like the aftermath of a                      
war. The foundation on which her clan had lived was utterly ruined, and the bits and pieces of crisp bodies                    
strewn about the ground were more horrific than anything she ever expected to see during her youth. 

Rose, her eyes burning with rage as red as a dragon’s heart, vowed to get her revenge. She spent the                    
next few days attempting to distinguish between food and burnt skin. She spent the nights sleeping in the few                   
passable spots she could find amongst the rubble. She had never left the village, and even in ruin, she                   
considered it home. She was fearful of the beyond. The beyond from which that pack of hideous dragons had                   
descended. The beyond in which men and women were far more cruel. She had been taught the ways of the                    
world, but was scared to experience them. 

It was on the night of a full moon, roughly seven days after becoming the sole survivor of her clan,                    
that Rose’s thinning body stumbled upon a gleaming object covered by dusty debris. She recognized the                
spotted texture and the unmistakable shine, and rushed to pry it free. With a forceful yank, she sent the rocks                    
and ash flying and grabbed ahold of the item. She clutched it to her chest, and rolled through the grass, her                     
body feeling light as the wind. After she stopped rolling, she stayed curled up, tenderly squeezing the item.                  
She felt its warmth. Its heartbeat. It had been seven days since she had seen or felt life. And now she was                      
holding it. A dragon’s egg. 

But then Rose remembered her father’s words. “No compassion.” She could not disgrace her father by                
nurturing this unborn beast. She unraveled herself, allowing the egg to gently roll onto the grass. It was a                   
beautiful vibrant blue, with splotches of gold. Its untouched shell stood out amongst the surrounding               
destruction. She then looked at her own hands. She had bites from insects that had attacked her in the night                    
due to a lack of shelter. She could see her bones a bit more clearly, as her weight was decreasing each day                      
with minimal food. She still had bruises from being carelessly swept aside by the monstrous dragon that                 
murdered her parents. Yes… a dragon killed her parents. Her village. She felt empathy no longer. She reached                  
for her whip, which she had retrieved from outside her house several days ago. She stood on her knees, and                    
winded back her hand, preparing to strike the egg open with one lash, and consume the undeveloped meat                  
within the shell. She took a deep breath. 

CRACK. 
This was a sound that took Rose by surprise, given that she had not yet struck the egg with her whip.                     

A crack had formed, and the tiniest of toes reached out, wiggling in glee. Rose’s eyes welled with tears, seeing                    
the purity of the infant dragon. More cracks came quickly, and the adorable young lizard strutted out of its                   
shell, and promptly sneezed, projecting the gross residue from the egg. He crawled with feet that had not yet                   



grown talons, and his wings were so small they could not possibly lift him from the grown. He stumbled                   
toward Rose, barely able to walk. 

“I was about to eat you,” whispered Rose, taken aback. “You’re just like me. We both lost our parents                   
to those monsters.” 

The scarlet dragon eventually managed to reach Rose’s knees, and it laid its innocent head, already                
tired from journeying only a dozen steps, onto her thigh. Rose looked down into the beady black eyes of the                    
scaly little beast. And for many years after that, she would look after the dragon. Because she herself knew the                    
tremendously awful lostness of being deprived of her family. Rose would not allow the dragon to suffer the                  
same fate. And when the dragon was grown and ready, she would use its loyalty to her advantage, and gain                    
revenge on the dragons that murdered her family and scorched her village. 

From that moment, until the age of seventeen, Rose would wake up each morning and give the                 
dragon her full attention and care. She felt like a parent in her own sense, venturing into the forest regularly                    
to find food and collect materials for shelter. As the dragon became older, it was able to help with some of the                      
adventures into the woods. They managed to rebuild several huts over the course of a few years, given that                   
the huts were fairly simple in their architecture, and required only a few components. As the dragon was able                   
to do its share of work, she began to reward it more. She would tell it stories, and educate it on the ways of                        
the world. Or at least, how her parents had described the world to her. 

When the dragon’s wings exceeded Rose’s height, his crimson color was bold, and his eyes were                
sharp and ready for adventure, he at last spoke his first words. He and Rose were in the forest on a walk,                      
much like the morning excursions Rose’s mother would take her one. 

“Rose,” he uttered through a calm, yet affirming voice. “You are a friend.” The corners of his mouth                  
curled into a smile. Rose looked back at the dragon, whom she had never named. She had raised this being,                    
never quite showing it the cruelty she was taught by her father, but still ensuring it respected her. 

“And you,” she replied. “Are a wonderful creature to have around.” 
That was when Rose knew the dragon was ready to fulfill what she desired. The dragon was capable                  

of short distance flight, but he would soon learn to travel much further. And Rose would soon learn to steer                    
her beast through the skies. The next year was the most eventful year either of them had experienced. They                   
surfed the clouds together. They traveled through lands neither of them knew. They crossed through other                
villages (but only stayed long enough to gather some food and money, as villagers anywhere were not terribly                  
welcoming to dragons that could fly or speak). 

But the most important part of this exploration was seeking out trainers who could teach Rose the                 
art of slaying dragons. She still wanted revenge on those that killed her loved ones, and despite the                  
companionship she had formed with her creature, she felt no differently about those killers. Her dragon                
would watch as she spoke with masters of dragon slaying. Many lived in isolated huts outside of villages.                  
Others resided in homes on the mountains. The dragon never questioned this. He knew not to question Rose’s                  
actions. He had heard Rose speak of her revenge plans, but never given them a great deal of thought. They                    
always seemed like a hypothetical future scenario that he needed not worry about. 

But the dragon truly became concerned when Rose started recruiting other dragon slayers. They              
began traveling by foot, since none of the slayers owned dragons, as one might expect. Then another year                  
passed, which was not quite as joyous as the first for the dragon. He witnessed his friend making alliances                   
with people that looked at him with judgmental glares. Most of these people had been wronged by vicious                  
dragons, just like Rose. Their judgements were justified. But the dragon still felt uneasy. The bond he had with                   
Rose was being clouded by the presence of all these new individuals, with their own vendettas against his                  
kind. 

Each night, regardless of where the group stayed, Rose hugged her dragon. The warmth of their                
embrace was just as comforting to the both of them as the first night they crossed paths. The man with one                     
eye who carried a bow and arrow, the woman dressed in all black who was never seen without a sword, the                     



teenage boy who wore low-hanging clothes that revealed talon-shaped scars on his chest, and the several                
other strangers that traveled with Rose did not bring the dragon a sense of comfort whatsoever. 

One morning, after a night spent sleeping on the floor of a cave, the dragon was awoken abruptly by                   
Rose tugging at his wings. 

“We have to go, dragon.” 
“Why?” 
“Because today is the day we get revenge.” 
The sun was barely seeping into the cave, but upon turning around, the dragon saw everyone in the                  

group standing, weapons in hand, ready for battle. They began making their way into the light, preparing for                  
their strike against the dragons. 

“You must,” said the dragon, a hint of anger in his voice. 
“Must what?” 
“Must tell.” 
“Tell you what we’re doing? You know what we’re doing! I’ve mentioned it before, dragon.” 
“But what… will happen?” 
“All these people are here to help me kill the dragons. The bad ones. Not you. The ones that killed my                     

family. The ones that killed your family.” 
“They kill. You kill. Why not stop kill?” 
“We cannot let their actions go unavenged. We have to return the killing. We now know where this                  

pack of wretched beasts lives. They sleep on the peak of this mountain, just above the clouds. Each human can                    
take on several dragons. We are trained and ready. I’ve spent two years preparing. You don’t get to question                   
this. I will ride you, and you will help me fight these monsters. They are not like you. They are different. They                      
are evil. Show no compassion.” 

And surely enough, the dragon obeyed. They flew to the peak, and the rest of the slayers made it up                    
rather quickly, given that the cave was already on the mountain, and they had come with proper grappling                  
gear in addition to their heavy weaponry.. Once they reached the top, they found the massive dragons                 
slumbering, just as they expected. The enormous creatures wrapped around the mountainside elegantly.             
Their eyes rested peacefully, and smoke rose from their nostrils as they snored. It was a picturesque view that                   
would normally be found on the pages of a fairytale. The dragons varied in color, some as black as soot, others                     
as bright as gumdrops. The early morning sun and the haze of the clouds made for a beautiful landscape. All                    
was still, and all was well, until the slayers carefully and quietly extracted their weapons, and began killing off                   
the dragons in their sleep. The scale-slicing swords and the arrows meant to penetrate even the toughest of                  
skins proved extremely powerful. There were deaths and beheadings before any dragons even woke up. 

Once some of the beasts awoke, they stood little chance against the slayers, who had come loaded                 
with weapons, and packed with protection forged with the purpose of extinguishing fires, blocking talon               
slashes, and ultimately defending against any possible strike from a dragon. It was less than an hour before                  
the mountaintop was covered in dragon corpses. It was an unnervingly similar sight to what Rose had                 
witnessed in that moment she saw all of the deceased villagers years ago. The only difference was that the                   
villagers had been disintegrated and ripped apart savagely. The dragons had been struck in strategic spots,                
and killed with precision. 

Throughout this battle, Rose had been flying on her dragon, who had provided occasional fire strikes,                
and given Rose excellent mobility. After all was said and done, they landed on the snowy cap, and she hopped                    
from his back. 

“We did it! Finally. We’ve all dreamt of this moment for years. How should we celebrate?” An                 
enormous weight had been lifted off Rose’s chest. But the other dragon slayers had sullen expressions. 

“Not quite yet,” said the gothic slayer with the powerful blades. “There is one dragon remaining.” 
Rose’s heart dropped. She looked at her creature. The dragon looked back at her, with the same                 

innocent eyes she had seen the night that he crawled from the egg. 



“My dragon is different!” she cried. “He’s not one of them!” 
“You know the pack of dragons we just slayed has always been the closest to your old village. In fact,                    

it’s the only major pack within miles of it.” 
“So?” 
“So… the dragons that your village acquired and sold…were also from this pack. The dragon you call                  

your own is, and has always been, of the same bloodline as the killers.” 
“But he wasn’t even born when the attack happened! He’s lived his entire life never harming a soul.” 
“It matters not, Rose. We did not come this far to spare a single dragon, and let the bloodline regrow                    

to strike our villages another day.” 
The slayers all raised their weapons and aimed at Rose’s dragon. She knew what to do immediately. 
“Fly,” she whispered as she hopped onto him. Her dragon took off at once. Rose used her body to                   

cover any point that the slayers’ weapons could penetrate as the dragon flew off. They fired their weapons,                  
and struck her with arrows and spikes. Blood splattered from Rose’s body onto the dragon’s scales, but he                  
still remained unharmed. He sank below the clouds, and continued flying away as fast as possible, until they                  
could not be seen at all. 

“Go,” said Rose. “Never return. These humans are evil. I fear all humans are evil, perhaps even myself.                  
I treated you as a weapon. I raised you only because I felt you could be useful. I never gave you a name. I                        
never called you my friend.” 

“But you are friend. You died for dragon.” 
Rose, with tears running thicker than they did the day she lost her parents, kissed her dragon’s head.                  

Her wounds were too severe, and she would surely not last long enough for the dragon to find a place where                     
she could be healed. Rose gave her dragon one final embrace before letting go of her grip. 

“Thank you for teaching me compassion.” 
And as swiftly as a passing cloud, Rose disappeared into the wind, leaving a lone dragon to soar the                   

skies, separated from any pack, and untethered to any human. 
Free. 


